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Abstract

A widely used concept, urban resilience, cannot remain a metaphor or just a theoretical view on the ability of cities to overcome perturbations, but it also needs to be operationalized and to become a useful tool in deciphering the complex and very dynamic urban realities. The present study investigates the resilience of 76 selected cities from Central and Eastern Europe from the point of view of socio-economic indicators (socio-economic resilience), as well as from the point of view of morphological and functional indicators (spatial resilience). The methodology is quantitative, based on statistical analyses which link the socio-economic evolution of the cities to the spatial one in order to observe the disturbances. The results show us a territory of Central and Eastern Europe at several speeds. The differences exist because of a differentiated structural change that took place after the collapse of communism (depending on the proximity or distance to the border with Western Europe), but also linked to the existence of different socio-economic resources (Western cities vs Eastern cities of Poland, Romania, Bulgaria), based on their different history and the trajectory taken since the fall of communism.
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Introduction

The concept of resilience questions a system when confronted with internal or external disturbances. Applied to a city from an evolutionary perspective, resilience can be defined as the capacity of the urban organism to absorb a disturbance or a shock and continue to develop coherently through structural and functional adaptation and/or transformation (Brand and Jax, 2007; Masnavi et al., 2019). Consequently, it is certainly a fitting methodological angle of analysis for the socio-economic and spatial transformations of cities from Central and Eastern Europe, as its urban system was submitted to a succession of political, socio-economic and spatial shocks throughout its evolution (e.g. the rise and fall of the communist regime).

As such, this exploratory empirical study focuses on 76 cities from Central and Eastern Europe in a bid to understand certain patterns of urban resilience capacity in this part of Europe. Thus, two research questions are implied:

- Do cities with a better relative resilience capacity also perform better in what concerns the spatial urban development?
- Does a better relative resilience capacity imply an increased built-up area growth rate, or does the opposite apply?

It should be mentioned that a (very) high resilience capacity means that a city is able to adapt and to sustain positive dynamics concerning both socio-economics and spatial components. Conversely, a (very) low resilience capacity means that a city shows difficulties in adapting to changes and in maintaining positive urban dynamics. Consequently, performing better in what concerns the spatial urban development refers to assuring a balance within the different land-use types and also controlling the urban sprawl phenomena.

1. Theoretical background

Cities are highly dynamic and complex systems that comprise interacting physical, socio-economic and environmental subsystems. Meanwhile, they are also part of “systems of cities”, therefore the multiscale and cross-scale interactions are also important at regional, national, continental or global level (Ernstson et al., 2010).

Urban resilience is currently a prominent topic in a world of increasing uncertainties, perturbations and challenges. Resilience is not just going back to equilibrium after a disruptive event, but also the capacity of complex systems, such as cities, to change, adapt and transform in response to stresses and shocks (Carpenter et al., 2001).

The numerous existing urban resilience perspectives and principles can be framed in three categories: 1) resilience of urban structures and provided services; 2) urban metabolism, efficiency and sustainability of resources management and 3) social aspects embedded within urban dynamics (Chelleri, 2015). All these approaches need
the integration of the urban morphology, infrastructure, economic, social and environmental components which are all connected by various physical and social dispersion processes (Holling and Goldberg, 1971; Marcus and Colding, 2014).

The co-evolution of this mosaic of elements of urban systems is symbolised by the concept of adaptive renewal cycles (Holling, 1986). It represents a succession of four phases: growth (exploitation), conservation (steady-state), collapse (release) and reorganization (reorientation). Resilience differs in each of these phases as it is higher in the growth and renewal phase and lower during the conservation and release phases (Chelleri, 2012). The needs for differentiated measures in urban management and planning are different for each of these phases of adaptation. In this regard, the urban transition has many of the characteristics of ecological succession (where the adaptive cycles model was first applied) as “the same non-linear, discontinuous structural properties noted in ecological systems apply to urban systems” (Marcus and Colding, 2014, p. 3).

Meanwhile, the resilience of cities depends on the spatial scales. In this regard, a comprehensive definition of urban resilience refers to “the ability of an urban system and all its constituent socio-ecological and socio-technical networks across temporal and spatial scales to maintain or rapidly return to desired functions in the face of a disturbance, to adapt to change and to quickly transform systems that limit current or future adaptive capacity” (Meerow and Newell, 2016).

In fact, the scales of urban resilience divide the existing approaches into two categories: 1) local-scale urban resilience approaches, that deal with punctual and rather specific shocks that affect urban communities (such as natural disasters, changes of regime/administration, transformative planning decisions etc.), regional-scale urban studies, which refer more to the response and adaptation to national or international shocks (Rogov and Rozenblat, 2018). There are also approaches that combine the two scales and some which refer to general resilience capacity not necessarily and directly linked to a certain shock, but to stressors and gradual transformation (transition) (Bănică and Muntele, 2017).

This perspective is integrated within the evolutionary perspective of resilience which envisages urban dynamics as a continuous process of adjustment, but also including radical ruptures that were felt differently by different cities. Therefore, instead of trying to actually calculate resilience in absolute terms, a relative resilience could be more appropriate i.e. to compare different units that evolved in more or less the same conditions in terms of their performance and capacity of adapting and transforming in a positive way.

---

1 The relative resilience is a concept used especially in ecology for a systemic perspective as a comparison between interrelated elements – some being more resilient than others (Allen, 2005). For e.g. Angeler et al., (2013) assess the relative resilience of different states (regimes) of ecological systems, while Maynard et al., (2015) test the spatial differentiation of resilience between different coral reefs.
2. Resilience of Central and Eastern European cities

Former communist Central and Eastern European countries represent a good subject of urban resilience, as they were affected by numerous changes and challenges (political, social, economic, institutional, ecological etc.) in the last 30 years. During this entire period, the slow and gradual processes of urbanisation, suburbanisation, deurbanisation and reurbanisation alternated with moments of turbulent restructuring (Berki, 2014). From the resilience viewpoint, they acted as shocks (political turbulences, the economic crisis) or as stressors (the social-economic and institutional transition, the integration within EU etc.) with various impact on cities: expansion of cities by urban sprawl, but also urban shrinkage related to deindustrialization, demographic decline, emerging forms of social and economic inequalities etc. (Bănică et al., 2017). Meanwhile, their development trends are, to a high degree, dissimilar from the other cities from the EU due to a combination of multiple causes, from historical context and planning tradition to social-economic patterns (Stanilov, 2007; Cortinovis et al., 2019).

One can clearly delineate the decade of the 1990s, with intensive but deregulated transformations of urban areas in a weak political context, from the last two decades when changes were even more accelerated, despite the more solid political and regulatory framework (Garcia-Ayllon, 2018). The transition processes of these countries, from a highly centralized system to a market economy, was analysed by many scholars, all highlighting multiple institutional, social and urban transformations that created a mosaic of various urban experiences (Tsenkova and Budic, 2006; Sykora and Bouzarovski, 2012). The concept of post-socialist urban mosaic can be understood from different, but complementary, perspectives: reconfiguration of built areas, land use patterns, new social-economic conditions and socio-spatial differentiations (Sykora and Bouzarovski, 2012). Drobniak (2017) introduces the term of hybridization, that is intrinsically linked to resilience and includes mixed social and economic dynamics and mosaicked urban morphologies. The idea is derived from a previous paper (Tsenkova and Budic, 2006), which focuses on economic, societal, institutional and spatial dynamics emphasizing the implications for urban planning and policy in post-socialist Central and Eastern Europe. In fact, the term “urban mosaic” describes the complexity, diversity and uniqueness of the processes and spatial outcomes of the above-mentioned cities.

All these changing characteristics of the post-socialist city can be reinterpreted by the filter of social resilience (Bouzarovski et al., 2011), economic resilience (Drobniak, 2014), physical /morphologic resilience (Rufat, 2012), environmental resilience (Badiu et al., 2019) or in integrated approaches that systemically combine the outcomes of all these approaches.

The types of resilience in relation to urban systems based on a multidimensional index that integrates morphological, social-demographic and functional transformation of post-communist countries were also assessed before
(Bănică and Muntele, 2017), but there is a need for more dynamic, time-series data analysis that could better highlight, in a more detailed manner, the moments and the stages of the urban transition and adaptation.

3. Data and methodology

Our study focused on 76 selected cities from Central and Eastern Europe, for which we analysed the relative resilience capacity through the socio-economic and spatial dynamics. The cities chosen are representative of the CEE regarding both demographic and functional diversity. However, it should be mentioned that the choice was also limited by data availability for the common indicators that were used in our study. Thus, the analysis of the urban relative resilience capacity of the selected cities will be made by observing the recurrence and/or the predominance, in space and time, of certain land use types which can show an adaptive capacity as well as an evolution of a city in terms of physical resources. The focus will be on the socio-economic stability of cities, because it plays a role in the urban evolutionary trajectory, being an important factor in the urban adaptation, transformation or stagnation. Therefore, 12 indicators were selected, of which six focus on the socio-economic dynamic and six focus on the urban spatial dynamics, either functional or morphological (Table 1). As it can be observed, the main sources for the database were Eurostat and National Census for the socio-economic indicators, while for the spatial ones, the GMES Urban Atlas was used, a database developed by European Program Copernicus which provides high-resolution land use dynamics of urban areas (with more than 100 000 inhabitants as defined by the Urban Audit) for the period between 2006-2012. This period overlaps the beginning and the end of the economic crisis, which can be considered, without a doubt, a shock in the evolution of the cities chosen for the analysis of their resilience capacity. The choice of indicators was restricted by the data availability at city level on this specific time-frame and for all cities taken into account.

Table 1. List of indicators used in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
<th>Resilience type</th>
<th>Theoretical Sources /References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population growth rate (%)</td>
<td>1990-2015</td>
<td>Eurostat, National Census by Country</td>
<td>Socio-economic</td>
<td>(Bănică and Muntele, 2017; Rizzi et al., 2018; da Silva et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Birth rate (%)
2006; 2012 | Eurostat | Socio-economic | (Bănică and Muntele, 2017; Koneck-Szydłowska, 2018) |
| Share of the elderly population (%)
2006; 2012 | Eurostat | Socio-economic | (Cutter, 2008; Bănică and Muntele, 2017) |
| Infant mortality rate (per 1000 live births)
2006; 2012 | Eurostat | Socio-economic | (Bănică and Muntele, 2017; da Silva et al., 2019) |
| Share of students in tertiary education in the total population (per 1,000 persons)
2006; 2012 | Eurostat | Socio-economic | (Reggiani et al., 2016; Bănică and Muntele, 2017; Hudec et al., 2018) |
| GDP per person (€)
2006; 2012 | Eurostat | Socio-economic | (Briguglio et al., 2009; Martin, 2012; Sharifi and Yamagata, 2014) |
| Share of built-up area (%)
2006; 2012 | GMES Urban Atlas 2006 & 2012 | Spatial | (Bănică and Muntele, 2017; Rizzi et al., 2018; da Silva et al., 2019) |
| Share of Green urban Areas (%)
| Share of construction sites (%)
2006; 2012 | GMES Urban Atlas 2006 & 2012 | Spatial | (Carvalho et al., 2017; Datola et al., 2019) |
| Share of residential areas (%)
| Share of industrial and/or commercial areas (%)
| Share of land without use (%)
2006; 2012 | GMES Urban Atlas 2006 & 2012 | Spatial | (Carvalho et al., 2017; Datola et al., 2019) |

Source: Authors’ representation

As far as methodology is concerned, one fact should be stated, namely that the methodology is based on a dual approach. On the one hand, it focuses on the socio-
economic resilience, which was derived by calculating a relative resilience capacity through the aggregation of the sum of cities ranks in each of the socio-economic indicators, which grounds a classification of the studied cities in five classes obtained through the Jenks natural breaks classification method (very high resilience, high resilience, average resilience, low resilience and very low resilience). The resulted categories of relative resilience capacity were then used to derive an adaptive cycle model for CEE cities which highlights the reflection of political and socio-economic shocks on the demographic trends for each of them for the period between 1990 and 2015. Namely, the adaptive cycle model is derived by analysing the data and identifying the shocks in the demographic evolution (a sharp increase or decrease of the population) for each of the five classes obtained through the methodology detailed above. Finally, a map showing the current phase of evolution within the adaptive cycle for each city was derived for a better synthesis of the results.

On the other hand, the approach combines the socio-economic aspects with the spatial ones. More precisely, starting once again from the five classes derived earlier, the particularities of land use dynamics that characterise the 76 cities were observed in order to see what a better spatial resilience capacity consists of.

Each indicator chosen for this study is therefore relevant, either as a mark of attractiveness, adaptability, connectivity, diversity, efficiency and redundancy, resulting in a good capacity for resilience, or as a mark of fragmentation, ineffectiveness, insufficiency or discordance, inducing vulnerability and therefore a poor capacity for resilience (Drobskiak, 2014), as we detail in what follows.

As far as socio-economic indicators are concerned, the growth rate of the population is a proxy for the availability of human capital, a very important resource in building the resilience capacity (Mayunga, 2007), as well as a mark of the attractiveness of the urban area. The percentage of the elderly population shows the existence of a vulnerability within a city (Cutter, 2008; Bănică and Muntele, 2017), while the birth rate is regarded as a proxy for the vitality of the population (Konecka-Szydłowska, 2018), especially in a context of a significant process of ageing in the population of countries from Central and Eastern Europe. The GDP is considered a proxy for a strong, efficient and competitive economic development (Mayunga, 2007; Briguglio et al., 2009; Martin, 2012; da Silva et al., 2019), while a high infant mortality rate is regarded as a proxy for deficiencies and shortages within the socio-economic development (Konecka-Szydłowska, 2018; da Silva et al., 2019). The share of the population that attends higher education testifies to the future human capital available for the development of the city (Mayunga, 2007).

Moving on to spatial indicators, the percentage of the built-up area within the administrative study zone (Urban Morphologic Zone – UMZ) is a proxy for the anthropic pressure by extending the artificialized areas, which thus reduces the capacity of resilience (Rizzi et al., 2018; da Silva et al., 2019), but can also imply a socio-economic attractiveness, along with an increasing share of construction sites (Carvalho et al., 2017; Datola et al., 2019). The percentage of green urban areas is a
proxy for the provision of a natural capital (Mayunga, 2007; da Silva et al., 2019), testifying better access to green infrastructure within increasingly soil sealing areas.

Both the share of residential areas and industrial and/or commercial areas are regarded as proxies for the provision of the physical capital, namely the spatial resources needed for building the resilience capacity (Mayunga, 2007), while the percentage of land without use is a proxy for fragmentation and ineffectiveness in regard to the urban soil consumption (Datola et al., 2019) and therefore vulnerabilities in what concerns the land use planning policies. These areas could also be considered spare capacities for the system, i.e. reserves that can be used for future developments and, in this sense, they could contribute to increasing resilience capacity.

In fact, a well-balanced land use planning is undoubtedly a key factor in having a (very) high resilience capacity within an urban area. Nevertheless, it can only be attained if the socio-economic factors behind it are also harmonious and efficiently developing and therefore capable of sustaining a balanced evolution/progress.

Finally, it should be noted that the urban resilience capacity we calculated, is, as the name itself implies, relative in regard to the cities that were analysed in this study. As the specialty literature (Resilience Alliance, 2007) shows, it is a complex, but also a relative feature that cannot be defined in absolute terms and it is often used in comparative analyses, like the Resilience Capacity Index (Foster, 2011), Resilience City Index (ARUP 2014) or Urban Resilience Index (UN-HABITAT 2012)\(^2\) etc.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Relative resilience capacity of cities from Central and Eastern Europe

In a context where urban morphological transformation is dependent on political and socio-economic dynamics, the analysis of urban resilience should be considered both from the perspective of physical (spatial) resilience and the socio-economic one, in order to link the space – urban fabric - to the factors that transform it. The cities of Central and Eastern Europe have been submitted to numerous pressures and even shocks during their morphological, functional and socio-economic crystallization. Among these shocks, the collapse of communism, the transition to a market economy, the European Union integration process and the economic crisis are undoubtedly the major events, which tested their ability to readjust and continue to evolve, and therefore their urban resilience capacity. Therefore, this opens the possibility of analysing both the resilience capacity resulting from the transformations undergone after the fall of communism and the resilience performance in terms of outcome in rapport to the economic crisis that

\(^2\) UN-HABITAT (2012), *Urban Resilience Indexing Programme*
burst in 2008. It should be noted, however, that the shocks induced by the economic crisis will be the main focus, as most of the indicators used overlap it. The shocks induced by the fall of the communist regime will be directly analysed through the adaptive cycle model for the demographic evolution and indirectly for the relative resilience capacity, through its more or less visible spatial or socio-economic consequences for the period 2006 – 2012.

The relative resilience capacity (Figure 1) shows the outline of a decreasing West – East gradient at both regional level and national level, the spatial distribution of classes certifying also the centre – periphery model that characterises Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary, where the capitals and 1-2 major cities (Cluj-Napoca, Plovdiv) tend to concentrate the socio-economic development. It should also be mentioned that the better relative resilience capacity of the South-West part of Bulgaria could be an effect of the influence of the proximity to Greece or Turkey, as well as one directly linked to the presence of the capital -Sofia.

Moreover, it outlines the presence of some major development axes that tend to concentrate and dictate the socio-economic evolution of Central and Eastern Europe, due to both the historical heritage like the old axis of Habsburg influence from Vienna to the Eastern part of the Czech Republic (Moravia) or to the Western Slovakia and the proximity to Western Europe like the Gdansk-Poznan-Wroclaw development axis in Western Poland.

Analysing the relative resilience capacity at the national level (Figure 2), one could note the existence of much contrasted regional dynamics with large inter-urban differences. Hence, there are important contrasts in Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary, but also in Poland and the Czech Republic. Nevertheless, at a general level, Bulgaria has the highest difference in values, showing therefore important socio-economic development gaps. Neither Romania nor Hungary is doing much better, the differences in values being also high, the consequence of the important socio-economic disparities that exist between the countries in the Eastern and Western part, but also between the capital and the rest of the cities. In fact, the hot-spots of cities with a (very) low resilience capacity of these two countries question the management of the socio-economic policies. Poland also registers high differences, but it should be mentioned that unlike the other 3 countries previously presented, most of the cities have a good relative resilience capacity, as shown above by the map (Figure 1) with two exceptions – Jelenia Gora and Zielona Gora – cities that had indeed difficulties in managing well the transformations imposed by the liberal market economy.
Figure 1. Relative Resilience capacity of cities from Central and Eastern Europe

Source: Authors’ representation
Analysing both the urban fabric dynamics and the demographic ones, it is easy to note that the population responds faster to changes and shocks than the urban fabric. The growth rate of the built-up area stays positive despite an increased negative growth rate of the population for the studied period (Figure 2). Hence, there is an obvious antagonism between urban sprawl and shrinking cities that characterise the main urban areas of Central and Eastern Europe, throughout the whole period after the fall of communism (Sandu, 2019), not only between 2006 - 2012. One could identify that two-thirds of the analysed cities have a negative growth rate of the population in contrast with a positive growth rate of the urban fabric, hence the very small value of the correlation coefficient (Figure 2). It is a category that includes capitals (Riga), but mostly groups cities that had difficulties in adapting to the demands of the liberal economic market and this could imply that they have a reduced capacity of adaptation and transformation, thus a small relative resilience capacity. The Latvian capital is a special case: the apparent decline is due to the massive departure of the Russian population, a phenomenon that is also present in Tallinn or Vilnius but on a smaller scale.
4.2. Spatial dynamics vs. Relative Resilience in Central and Eastern Europe

The relation between the relative resilience assessed above and the evolution of spatial patterns of the selected cities is far from being linear, as there are many different, sometimes contradictory factors that play a role in different CEE countries or even within the same country.

Moreover, Figure 4 highlights the idea that rapid increases in built-up areas do not necessarily mean a better relative resilience capacity, sometimes the result being quite the opposite (e.g. Székesfehérvár, Győr, Zielona Góra etc.), but a (very) low built-up area growth rate does not equate with a (very) high resilience capacity, either (e.g. Pecs, Bacău, Liepaja, Pleven, Vidin etc.). Nevertheless, there are cities
that have both an above-average built-up area growth rate and a (very) high resilience capacity.

It is mostly the case of cities from Poland (Krakow, Warsaw, Poznan, Wroclaw etc.), the Czech Republic (Prague, Brno, Olomouc etc.) or Slovakia (Bratislava, Presov etc.), where the antithesis of urban planning versus urban sprawl comes into play, having a major role in the resilience capacity outcome. Central and Eastern Europe is still a territory confronted with an increased, but more importantly, uncontrolled urban sprawl that strongly decreases the urban resilience due to a negative anthropogenic stress. However, the above-mentioned countries and cities show that a well-controlled artificialization rate does not negatively affect the urban resilience capacity. Still, the correlation coefficient does not prove a strong connection between the artificialization growth rate and the resilience capacity of the studied cities, but specialty literature displays an emphasis on the benefits of a city that develops in a relatively compact manner and which has a well-balanced mix of the land-use types (Alberti and Marzluff, 2004; Sharifi, 2019). Therefore, the fragile equilibrium lies in the ability to find the key to efficiency and redundancy in what concerns the urban planning policies, which will consequently allow a coherent development. There is no surprise that cities from countries that have better managed the transition to the liberal market also seem to have found the solution to a coherent urban planning that allows spatial growth, but which also contains, as much as possible, negative side effects. Implicitly, it highlights the existence of a systemic urban development, yet one which is not without failure, at least when looking at the overall level, as there is still room for improvements because one could also identify a few cities that face important discordance, while others are just around the average level. However, containing the negative effects of the intensive urbanization phenomena has never been easy (Santos Cruz et al., 2013) and the results show it.

The stronger internal control of the transition to the liberal economy, as well as of the urban spatial (morphological and functional) transformations, is the key to cities showing higher relative resilience capacity. A well-balanced growth of both residential and industrial/commercial zones provide the physical capital for socio-economic development, while the green urban areas provide the much-needed equilibrium between the natural capital and the built-up areas within increasingly artificialized cities. Therefore, it does not come as a surprise that most cities classified in classes one and two are from Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia.
Figure 4. Built-up area growth rate vs Relative Resilience in Central and Eastern Europe

Source: Authors’ representation
Therefore, a higher relative resilience capacity derives from a good management of the transition to a market economy, a transition which results in a rather coherent and diverse functional dynamic, against the background of a flourishing economic development which is also supported by the demographic component, thus showing a good ability to adapt to a competitive economy, as well as a fairly good management of the available spatial resources. The green urban areas, along with the construction sites and the land without use, could be identified as the elements which tip the scale towards a high or low relative resilience capacity. A high growth rate for the first two shows adaptability and efficiency within increased soil-sealing urban areas and, last but not least, the attractiveness of the cities, while an increased growth rate of land without use marks the fragmentation within the urban fabric and the inefficiency of planning policies. Moreover, the increase in the surface of both the residential and industrial/commercial do favour a better relative resilience, but only if the increase is also accompanied by the growth of green urban areas which ensure the maintaining of a balanced urban land-use (Figure 5).

However, there are countries like Romania, Bulgaria and even Hungary that already came out from the communist regime with major internal development discrepancies and gaps, and the lack of continuity only deepened them. Hence, most of the cities not only lack the resources, but also the knowledge to better cope with a faulty inherited urban and socio-economic development. In contrast with the cities in Poland or the Czech Republic, the cities from Bulgaria and Romania focused on massively investing in the real estate sector, while ignoring the need and even the benefits of the regeneration of the brownfields and the creation of green urban areas in intensely artificialized urban areas. Consequently, they created even more vulnerabilities within an urban system that was already at a loss.
Figure 5. Land-use dynamics in Central and Eastern Europe (central values)

Source: Authors’ representation
4.3. Demographic dynamics vs Relative Resilience in Central and Eastern Europe

In an analysis of the demographic dynamics of the selected cities, one could note a higher correlation between the growth rate of population and the relative resilience capacity, but this is no surprise, as the population dynamic is one of the main indicators of the vitality of an urban area.

Most of the cities that show a better resilience capacity are those that managed to uphold a positive growth rate of the population (Krakow, Sofia, Prague, Warsaw, Gdansk etc.) in a territory strongly affected by the shrinking cities phenomenon. Nevertheless, there are some cities (e.g. Varna, Gyor, Zielona Gora etc.) which, despite having a positive growth rate, show a low relative resilience capacity, emphasising once again the idea that for an urban system to be resilient, all of its elements need to be synchronized, and if even one of them fails, the whole system may and will eventually fail, if the feedback received is not followed by local targeted solutions.

Analysing the adaptive cycle (Figure 7) derived by identifying the shocks for each of the five classes of relative resilience, one could note that four classes entered a phase of release in 1992, shortly after the fall of communism, one of the main shocks for the cities from Central and Eastern Europe. This phase is followed, for classes one and two, by a phase of reorganisation started in 2000 (class two), 2001 (class one). Finally, there is the phase of exploitation started in 2011 for the classes with the higher relative resilience (classes one and two). It should be mentioned that in what concerns class one, there is a different cycle identified for two major cities from Poland (Warsaw and Krakow), which seem to have skipped the phase of release, passing directly into a phase of reorganisation in 2001, followed by a phase of exploitation in 2011 (Figure 7).

Clearly, the countries of Central and Eastern Europe are massively losing their population (Figure 6) and are facing an increasingly obvious process of ageing within their populations, which involves vulnerabilities in their development. The causes are numerous and diverse, linked to political, historical and geographical particularities. The population’s negative growth rate for Romania and Bulgaria (Figures 6 and 7) has two main causes: the migration towards Western Europe and the economic crisis. Two shocks that strongly destabilized the future development of the two countries, because, on the one hand, there is the massive loss of well-trained and qualified workforce, and on the other hand the economic crisis stopped or greatly reduced the investments towards residential and commercial real estate sector, their main source of economic development. There are also differences related to the overall development potential between the Western cities and the Eastern cities from Poland, Romania Bulgaria (Figures 7 and 8). Ultimately, we have countries like Hungary, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, which due to stricter socio-economic and urban policies managed to limit the extent of the negative demographic dynamic.
Figure 6. Population growth rate vs Relative Resilience in Central and Eastern Europe

Source: Authors’ representation
Figure 7. Adaptive cycle for the demographic dynamics in Central and Eastern Europe

Source: Authors’ representation
Figure 8. Selected studied cities: phases of the adaptive cycle

Source: Authors’ representation
Moreover, the analysis of the map above (Figure 8) shows an important heterogeneity at the national level, as well as maintaining the West-East gradient at the regional level. The cities that are in a release phase were the ones highly industrialised during the socialist period and most of them are still struggling under the weight of the socialist heritage. There are small and/or medium cities (Piatra Neamț, Ruse, Vidin, Kecskemet Jelenia Gora, Liepaja etc.), that due to the failure of the former communist factories faced an exodus of the population, either to the main neighbouring cities or to the cities from Western Europe, in search of a better quality of life. However, there are also major cities (Pecs, Plovdiv, Lodz, Liberec etc.) or even capitals (Bucharest, Riga) that were not yet able to find and apply planning policies and strategies to coherently adapt to the new market order, but they have definitely more resources to do so in contrast to small cities. The reorganisation phase is characteristic to cities that focused either on the development of the tertiary sector (mainly tourism – Karlovy Vary, Varna etc.) or on investments in industrial reorganisation (Craiova, Győr etc.)

The exploitation phase characterises the dynamic cities that have an important socio-economic weight, both within their countries and within the Central and Eastern European territory (Warsaw, Wroclaw, Prague, Bratislava, Budapest, Sofia etc.). Overall, the dynamic of the population is strongly connected with the socio-economic and spatial development, their interdependencies being indisputable. Clearly, a city cannot evolve without high quality physical and human capital, but having a numerous population, dense constructions and infrastructure is not at all enough to ensure a resilient urban development characterised by adaptability, efficiency, connectivity, diversity etc. It is the coherent mobilisation of human, socio-economic, physical and natural elements that counts.

Conclusions

To sum up, this research aimed to capture some of the particularities of the relative resilience capacity for the selected CEE cities, highlighting their continuity or discontinuity in terms of socio-economic and spatial response to the perturbations they faced during their post-socialist urban development. However, it should be mentioned that one should take the results with a certain degree of caution, due to some limitations regarding both the availability of the data and the diversity of the data. Nonetheless, the selected indicators do cover the most frequently used ones in the international literature when analysing the urban resilience capacity.

In terms of relative resilience capacity, we have a territory of Central and Eastern Europe at several speeds, highlighted by the West-East decreasing gradient which follows the major historical axis of socio-economic development, while the Eastern countries’ urban system seems to still be bound to the primacy of the capital. However, one should note the diversity of the selected cities in what concerns the relation between the resilience capacity and the growth rates for both the population
and the built-up areas. While the latter does not show a significant correlation, there is a slightly better one with the population growth rate, a fact which opens up the possibility of using it in order to observe the resilience in terms of outcome.

Therefore, at a closer look at the population growth, one could identify relatively similar phases of transition for the last 20 years. In fact, three categories may be delineated for the adaptive path followed: cities that recovered rapidly in the 1990s, succeeding in reorganizing and growing afterwards (1); cities continuously decreasing in population size and which did not overcome the post-communist release phase (2); cities which seem to show signs of recovery and getting closer to starting the reorganisation period (3).

Finally, when analysing the land-use dynamics, one could argue that a high variety of urban functions that characterises some of the CEE cities might be a sign of resilience. Nonetheless, a reduced dynamic of the urban fabric, doubled by the presence of numerous brownfields might be a sign of resistance to change which could be associated with a “bad resilience”.

In brief, cities with a better relative resilience capacity tend to perform better in what concerns the spatial urban development, as having socio-economic resources to mobilise, which also allows them to have a more coherent spatial development. Nevertheless, neither having an increased built-up area growth rate nor a low one, implies a better resilience capacity. As highlighted by our results, it is the systematic and consistent use of both socio-economic and spatial resources that makes a difference in better adapting and transforming through shocks and perturbations.

To conclude, the heterogeneity in terms of resilient response (either socio-economic or spatial) illustrates the complexity and often the difficulties of the transition processes for the cities from Central and Eastern Europe, as well as their limited resources and/ or solutions to cope with shocks. The relative heterogeneity of the cases taken into account for both the socioeconomic and spatial dimensions can also be connected to the success rate in properly implementing regional and urban development policies and comprehensive administrative reforms capable to support good governance.
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